Rick Volker
Aerobatics as the Backbone of Preparation for Learning New and
Challenging Aircraft
When faced with the demands of flying a new
challenging aircraft type, building aerobatic competence can
best prepare the pilot for the unknown in adapting to different
handling traits and emergency situations. As an example, Rick
will discuss his preparation for first flight in the aircraft with
the reputation as the most dangerous and difficult to fly, the
Messerschmitt Bf109 (ME109).
Rick was a competition aerobatic pilot at the highest
Unlimited category level in Pitts and Sukhoi aircraft, winning
several regional US contests before starting an air show career
that has spanned 15 years. He has flown surface level solo
performances in Sukhoi, T6, Spitfire, Hurricane and
Messerschmitt Bf 109E. Additionally, he has flown formation
team aerobatics in a Spitfire Mk IX with an F18 as a member
of the Canadian Heritage Flight team, and a 4-plane aerobatic
team in China, flying the new XtremeAir XA42 aircraft with
Canadian Snowbird teammates. Rick is an aerobatic
competency evaluator for the air show industry. He has served
as a test pilot for new propeller designs, alternative fuels and
first flights of the first Messerschmitt Bf109G in North
America.
Rick has been profiled in Plane and Pilot, Flying, Air &
Space Smithsonian, Discovery Channel and Aviators TV. He is
a contributing writer for Sport Aerobatics, EAA Warbirds, and
Classic Wings. He has performed aerobatics in over 5,000
flights and in 30 types of aircraft. In addition to flying, Rick competes at the world championship level in
bicycle track racing, and is a current area dentist.
Please come join UBPA for this free presentation, free flight simulator tour will be given after the presentation
Contact Ub.pilotsassociation@gmail.com for additional information, time and location are as follows:
University at Buffalo North Campus Furnas Hall room 206 from 7:30 to 8:30 on March 6th

